
INSTRUCTIONS
Spill or Drink: answer the question truthfully or take sips. Only
applies to the reader.
 
Dare or Drink: do the dare or take sips. Only applies to the
reader.
 
Most Likely To: On the count of 3, everyone vote for who fits the
prompt the best. Most voted wins. We recommend doing this via
chat if online. If in person, point on the count of 3.
 
Categories: Name something that fits within the category. If you
repeat an answer or can't come up with one, you lose.
 
If this, then: These are meant to be read aloud. They apply to all
players. If the prompt applies to you, drink.
 
Trivia: If you can't answer the question correctly, take sips.
 
Last note before you start playing. The cards are preshuffled,
so all you have to do is take turns reading through them. If you're
playing online. Your best bet will be to send the PDF to everyone
playing or screenshare the PDF.
 
 



Take a sip for every video call you've
been on this week.



Dare or Drink
Post “Stay inside with me <3” on
your ex’s Facebook profile. If you
refuse, take 5 sips.



Spill or Drink
Have you gone outside in the last
week? If yes, take 10 sips. Share the
reason why.



Dare or Drink
Text the third to last person in your
inbox, "I ran out of TP so I used the
shirt you lent me." Skip = 4 sips.



Most Likely To
Break up with their significant other
during quarantine. Most voted takes
5 sips.



Categories
Movie titles that describe your sex
life in the past 2 weeks (e.g. A Quiet
Place, Gone with the Wind). Loser
takes 5 sips.



Most Likely To
Cough in public to troll people. Most
voted takes 3 sips.



If you’re wearing your pajamas right
now, take 3 sips. If your pajamas are
also your work clothes, take another
4 sips.



Take a sip for every video call you've
been on this week.



Categories
COVID-19 Pick-up Lines. Loser takes
5 sips.



Most Likely To
Stock up on alcohol before anything
else. Most voted takes 3 sips.



Sanitizer Race! First person to
successfully sanitize their hands
gives out a shot.



Most Likely To
Have a quarantine baby and name it
after their favorite Netflix character.
Most voted takes 4 sips.



Take a sip for every email you got
about corporate plans to handle
coronavirus.



If nothing about the pandemic has
changed your social life, take 6 sips.



If you're working on the frontlines,
thank you so so much. If you aren't,
text someone who is and thank
them for their hard work.



If you're not wearing a bra right
now, take 5 sips.



Take a sip for every group message
you regret joining.



Most Likely To
Dress up as a sexy coronavirus for
Halloween.



If you wish it was 2021 already,
down your drink.


